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COMA: A COMETARY MATTER ANALYZER FOR IN SITU ANALYSIS WITH HIGH 
MASS RESOLUTION; P. Beck and J. Kissel, Max-Planck-Institut fiir Kemphysik, PostFach 103980, 
D-69029 Heidelberg, FRG 

Introduction: Comets were not thermally processed and thus are unique bodies from the origin of the solar 
system. Other than asteroids, comets release their material as they approach the sun thereby making it accessible 
for in situ analysis. The fly-byes of the VEGA and GIOTTO space probes provided a wealth of new information 
[I-31. Among a variety of instruments most sensitive dust impact analyzers were used to determine chemical 
composition and density of the small dust particles down to 10-l5 g [4-51. Since these missions it became 
knowledge what was intelligent speculation before the encounter of comet pmalley: Cometary dust consists of 
particles with a stony (Mg, Si, S, Ca, Fe etc.) nucleus and a cover of volatile, organic (H, C, 0 ,  N) material. 
Detailed analyses [6] indicated that the elemental composition of the dust is even more primitive than CI- 
Chondrites, the most unaltered meteorite class. The isotopic composition of carbon with 12c/13C ranging up to 
4500 (compared to a normal about 90) in some dust particles point towards a connection with presolar grains [7]. 
Now, after this mission the next two logical steps in exploration comets would be a,) to analyze other comets for 
their diversity and b.) to analyze one other comet in greater detail. 

With respect to dust a Time-of-Flight Secondary-Ion-Mass-Spectrometer (TOF-SIMS) was developed for the 
comet-mission CRAF and was named Cometary Matter Analyzer (CoMA). This mission was cancelled in 
January 1992. ESA now plans the Comet-Rendezvous-Mission ROSETTA as her third CORNERSTONE 
mission. It offers the next chance for detailed in situ comet exploration. CoMA is the ideal instrument for 
analyzing cometary dust. Detailed objectives for the CoMA instrument are to 

determine the elemental composition of solid cometary matter to characterize comets in the 
framework of solar system chemistry; 
determine the isotopic composition of key elements such as H, Li, C, Mg in order to establish 
boundary conditions for models of the origin and evolution of comets; 
determine the elemental and isotopic composition of the neutral and ionized atmosphere of the 
comet and compare it with the data from the particles; 
gain insight into the molecular composition of particles with emphasis on organic matter; 
investigate the chemical states of the elements; 
investigate the variation of the chemical and isotopic composition between individual particles; 
characterise changes in composition that occur as functions of time and orbital position. 

The Cometary Matter Analyzer Instrument: The high dust impact velocities of the Halley mission 
provided impact generated positive ions for mass spectroscopy with the PUMA and PIA instruments. During a 
rendezvous mission dust particles will be collected and subsequently the material has to be ionised within the 
instrument for isotopic, elemental and molecular analysis. TOF-SIMS has been proven as the most sensitive 
method available for that purpose. Fig.1 shows the principle schematic of the CoMA instrument. The physical 
parts of the instrument consist of the dust-collector system, the primary-ion-.system and the time-of-fright mass- 
.Fpectrometer. 

The Dust Collector: The task of t h ~ s  unit is to handle the targets onto which cometary dust particles are 
collected. A single target wheel houses about 30 target groups, each group containing four targets. They are 
individually delectable to meet the demands of the different features of the dust grains. The system moves the 
target mechanically from the store- to the collect-, clean- and analyze- positions. A target group consists of three 
targets for dust collection and one for adsorbing cometiuy gases. Foils coated with highly porous metal blacks are 
the means of choice to achieve minimal destruction of the collected dust grains [8]. The coatings have a thickness 
of 20-100pn1, various densities and inelastic and chemical properties. Platinum black structures are best suited 
for high-velocity particles (> 100 mls). Fluffy particles of low velocity (< 100 d s )  are collected by ruthenium 
black covered foils. Each target has markers on it to establish a reference system such that collected particles can 
repeatedly be found and analyzed. A shutter at the entrance of the dust collector prevents undesirable 
contamination. 
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Fig.1: Principle Schematic of C o M .  SIL: 
secondary ion extraction lens; IM: ion mirror; 
DET: detector 

.--- mass-spectrometer The Primary-Ion-System: The pulsed 
primary ion gun has to ionize dust material in 
order to analne it with the TOF-mass- 
spectrometer. 151n+ ions are produced using a 
liquid metal ion source &MIS) that is already 
well tested for space applications [9-101. This 
source consists of a heated reservoir 
containing a tungsten needle covered with 
indium and an extraction electrode. With a 
weight of about l g  and a power consumption 
of less than 700 mW it is well suited for space 
experiments. The divergent 10 keV ion beam 
(some wl) is transformed to a parallel beam 
&th ' extraction lens. chopping and 
bunching provides the short (< 4 ns) ion 

pulse needed for high mass resolution of m/Am > 10,000 at m > 150 Da. An enclosing lens focuses the ion 
pulse to a 15 p spot on the sample. For cleaning and depth profiling a DC mode is also implemented. 

The Time of Flight Mass Spectrometer: Secondary ions (positive and negative ion-modes are possible!) 
starting from the analyzed target-spot first are accelerated into the secondary ion extraction lens and then move 
through the flight tube into a reflector [ l l ] .  To increase the flight-time the ions are sent to an ion mirror and 
back to the reflector again. With a two stage reflector suEciently high mass resolution as well as second order 
energy compensation are achieved. Finally, the secondary ions are detected by a two stage channel-plate 
(accuracy < 1 ns, dead time < 3 ns) with an integrated non-linear preamplifier. 

During the experiment session the beam is electrically scanned over an area of about 100x100 pm2 above 
micrometer sized dust-grains. The full 5x5 mm2 of the target area is mechanically positioned. With about 50 ions 
per primary ion pulse and 5000 pulses per second, a full mass spectrum of lo6 particle ions is obtained witlun 20 
minutes. Faster operational modes are implemented for target scans to locate collected particles on one of the 30 
different target groups. In a separate instrument location the full DC beam is used for depth profiling. For more 
details see [12]. Future instrumental improvements may lead to a spot size of the primary beam of only 100 nm at 
a mass resolution of mlAm > 2500. 
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